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Abstract: This paper presents a new approach for designing a Pseudo Derivative Feed Forward (FDFF) controller for
the load- frequency control of the interconnected power system comprising Thermal power system and Gas / Diesel
power plants. The proposed PDFF controller is designed to improve the dynamic performance of the frequency and tie
line power under a sudden load disturbance in an area with the computation of Ancillary Service Requirement
Assessment Indices (ASRAI). The PDFF controller is optimized using Flower Pollination Algorithm (FPA) which is based
on the quality of pollination process of flowers. The optimized PDFF controller is implemented to bring back the frequency
to stable state and the net interchanges to their desired values for each control area in the shortest possible time based on the
settling time and peak over shoot concept of control input deviations of each area. Simulation result reveals that the
interconnected thermal power system with Gas power plant ensures a better dynamic and steady state performance
than that of the system incorporated with Diesel power plant.

Keywords: Flower Pollination Algorithm (FPA), Load- Frequency Control (LFC), Pseudo Derivative Feed Forward
Controller (PDFF).
1. INTRODUCTION
Load–Frequency Control (LFC) is of importance in
electric power system design and operation. Frequency
changes in large scale power systems have high
impact resulting from the imbalance between the
electrical load and the power supplied by connected
generators [1]. Therefore LFC is one of the important
power system control problems which requires more
attention and so there have been considerable
research works in progress from several decades back
[2-6]. With the LFC the power system operation and
control can be made better ensuring more reliable and
secured operation even though increasing power
requirement scenario exists.
The main objective of the LFC in an interconnected
power system is to maintain the frequency of each area
within limits and to keep the tie-line power flows within
some pre-specified tolerances. A well designed and
operated power system must cope with changes in the
load and with system disturbances and it should
provide acceptable high level of power quality. With the
increase in size and complexity of electric demands,
more sophisticated control methodologies have to be
designed and implemented in ensuring a better steady
state control and to enhance a better dynamic
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response of the power system [7]. So load-frequency
has to incorporate necessary intelligent systems that
combine control operates with a response time of a few
seconds to knowledge, techniques and mythologies
from various keep system frequency stable.
Literature survey shows that, most of the studies
concerned with LFC of interconnected power systems
pertain to tie-line bias control strategy [2-7]. In many
reported works, various control schemes based on
decentralized Automatic Generation Control (AGC)
strategy has been adopted for solving the LFC
problems [7, 8] which is an ancillary service that plays
principal role to maintain the electric system reliability
and to improve the power quality in the power system
operation [8].
However, governor is introduced into action and
generator output is increased for larger mismatch. Now
here the equilibrium point is obtained when the newly
added load is distracted by reducing the power
consumed by the old load and the increased
generation by the governor action. Thus, there is a
reduction in amount of kinetic energy which is extracted
from the system to a large extent, but not totally. So the
frequency decline still exists for this category of
equilibrium. Whereas for this case it is much smaller
than the previous one mentioned above. This type of
equilibrium is generally obtained within 10 to 12
seconds just after the load addition. And this governor
action is called primary control. Science after the
introduction of governors action the system frequency
© 2017 Avanti Publishers
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is still different its predefined value, by another different
control strategies it is needed the frequency to bring
back to its predefined value. Conventional ProportionalIntegral (PI) Controllers which are referred as
secondary control have been adopted to bring back the
deviated system frequency to its predefined value or to
zero. Supplementary controllers are designed to
regulate the area control errors to zero effectively.
Even in the case of small load disturbances and with
the optimised gain for the supplementary controllers,
the power frequency and the tie-line power deviations
persist for a long duration. In these situations, the
governor system may no longer be able to absorb the
frequency fluctuations due to its slow response [7]. As
a result of sudden power demands the power
generations must change accordingly to match the load
perturbations.
In a two area interconnected power system, where
the two areas are connected through tie lines, the
control area are supplied by each area and the power
flow is allowed by the tie lines among the areas. Each
output frequency finds the information about its own
area and the tie line power deviation finds the
information about the other areas. The main function of
AGC is to control load frequency and tie line power
during load disturbance. So the error signals of
frequency and tie line power are used as design criteria
to tune the PI controller. The error inputs to the
controllers are the respective area control errors (ACEi)
given by [7]
ACEi = !i "Fi + "Ptie i, j

(1)

The control inputs of the power system u1 and u2
with PI structure are given by Eqs. (2) and (3).
(2)
(3)
In this study, FPA is used to tune the PI controller
for a two area thermal-diesel interconnected power
system. Proportional gain constant (KPi) and Integral
gain constant (KIi), are considered as variables
describing a population defined in an FPA. FPA
requires an objective function which uses the design
criteria to calculate the flower constancy of the defined
population. An objective function is created which uses
the variables of the population from FPA, passes
through a model containing two area power system and
obtains the error signals frequency ( !Fi ) and tie line

(

)

power !Ptie,i, j . The performance of these responses is
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measured using performance functions such as
Integral of Squared Error (ISE) given by Eqn (4) [7].
J=

t sim
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(4)

Figure 1 shows a two area power system where
each area supplies to its own area and the power flow
between the areas are allowed by the tie line.

Figure 1: Two area interconnected power system.

The LFC design methodologies implemented so far
mainly aim for the frequency stabilization and the
ensuring zero ACE in each control area. In this pattern,
the ACE control may conflict with the system frequency
recovery even though optimal decentralized controllers
are implemented. In view of the drawback in the
restructured scenario this paper proposes a design
methodology by incorporating PDFF Controller and
comparative study of Thermal – Diesel unit [9, 10] and
Thermal – Gas system unit [11, 12] along with the twoarea thermal power system. Various control
methodologies [5-8] were adopted to tune the
Proportional and Integral Controllers (PI controllers)
like bacterial foraging technique, ant, bee colony
algorithms and due to computational complexity those
algorithms are found to inferior and a new natureinspired algorithm based on the characteristics of
pollination process of flowers plants namely Flower
Pollination Algorithm (FPA) has been proposed. This
algorithm is one of the most promising less
computational complex solution methodologies [13-18].
From the biological evolution point of view, the
objective of the flower pollination is the survival of the
fittest and the optimal reproduction of plants in terms of
numbers as well as the fittest. The basic idea of flower
pollination in the context of bees and clustering was
investigated before, but in this paper discusses the
completely new optimization strategy solely based on
the flower pollination characteristics.
This paper proposes a conceptually computational
methodology for ensuring better steady state response
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of the system. In this study without and with the
incorporation of the Thermal – Gas and Thermal –
Diesel system to the two-area thermal restructured
power system has been considered for poolco, bilateral
and contract violation transactions. From the simulated
results it is observed that the system with HDGT units
ensures improved steady state parameters which
provides and ensures a good margin of stability.

A gas turbine can run on a range of fuels, natural gas
from fossil fuel sources or from other gases like biogas
and hydrogen gas. Systems that can work efficiently for
a range of fuel compositions ensure power production
less sensitive to political factors [11]. (Figure 3)

2. MODELLING OF DIESEL POWER PLANTS
The diesel electric power plants are used as Peak
load plant and can be easily started or stopped at a
short notice to meet the peak demand or as Mobile
plants which can be mounted on trailers can be used
for temporary or emergency purposes or as standby
unit [9].
!P
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" ""
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Figure 2: Transfer function representation of a diesel power
plant.

The diesel power plant has the following drawbacks
like high operating cost, high maintenance and
lubrication cost, capacity is restricted, Noise problem,
cannot supply overload, unhygienic emissions and the
life of the diesel power plant is less (7 to 10 years) as
compared to that of a steam power plant which has a
life span of 25 to 45 years. The efficiency of the diesel
plant decreases to less than 10% after its life period.
So an attempt has been made to incorporate Heavy
Duty Gas Turbine based power plant and will be
discussed in the next Section.
3. MODELLING OF GAS POWER PLANTS
Gas turbines are important for power generation
and as a result of increasing energy demand it is likely
that their importance will grow in the coming decades.

This paper proposes a conceptually computational
methodology for ensuring better steady state response
of the system. In this study without and with the
incorporation of the Diesel power plant unit / HDGT unit
with the two-area thermal power system has been
considered. From the simulated results it is observed
that the system with HDGT unit ensures improved
steady state parameters which provides and ensures a
good margin of stability.
4. FLOWER POLLINATION ALGORITHM
Yang [13] emulated the characteristic of the
biological flower pollination in flowering plant to develop
single objective FPA based on the rules listed as
follows: (i) The global pollination processes are biotic
and cross pollination through which the pollen
transports pollinators perform the levy flight, (ii) Local
pollination is viewed as abiotic and self pollination. (iii)
Reproduction probability is considered as flower
constancy which is proportional to the resemblance of
the two flowers in concerned and (iv) The switching
probability controlled both the local and global
pollination p ∈ [0, 1]. Local pollination can have fraction
p that is significant in the entire processes of the
pollination because of physical proximity and wind. The
plant can possess multiple flowers and every flower
patch typically emits millions or even billions of pollen
gametes in real life pollination practice [14, 15]. To
simplify the proposed algorithm development, it was
assumed that each plant has a single flower and each
flower emit only a single pollen gamete. This result is to
the elimination of the need to differentiate pollen
gamete, plant or solution to a problem. This means that
a solution xi to a problem is equivalent to a flower and
pollen gamete. The major stages in the design of SFPA

Figure 3: Shows the new transfer function LFC model with single stage reheat turbine in heavy duty gas system area are
considered for deregulated environment.
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are global and local pollination. In the global pollination,
the pollens of the flowers are moved by pollinators e.g.
insects and pollens can move for a long distance since
the insects typically fly for a long range of distances
[16-18]. This process guarantees pollination and
reproduction of the fittest solution represented as g*.
The flower constancy can be represented as:

(

xit+1 = xit + L xit ! g*

)

I.

Step 1: Initialize the objective function as given
in the equation (8).

II.

Step 2: Initialize a population of x = (x1, x2 ...xNF)
flowers/pollen gametes with the population size
of NF x N. Where NF is the number of flowers as
30 and N is the dimension size depends on the
number of controller gain values for each area in
the two area system. In this study N is equal to
four because PI controller is used to in each area
(KP1, KI1 KP2, KI2) and calculate the Fitness for
each solutions.

III.

Step 3: Find the best solution to the initial
population and define a switch probability p ∈ [0,
1] and define a stopping criterion (a fixed number
of generations/iterations).

IV.

Step 4: while (t <Maximum Generation) for i =
1:n (all n flowers in the population) if rand < p,
Draw a (d-dimensional) step vector L which
obeys a Levy distribution Global pollination has
been done using equation (9). Else draw ! from
a uniform distribution in [0, 1]. Randomly choose
th
th
j and k flower among all the solutions and do
local pollination through equation (11), end if;

V.

Step 5: Evaluate new solutions using the
objective function. If new solutions are better,
update them in the population, end for,

VI.

Step 6: Find the current best solution g based on
the objective fitness value, end while.

(5)
i

where xit is the pollen i or solution vector x at iteration
t, and g* is the current best solution found among all
solutions at the current generation/iteration. The
parameter L is the strength of the pollination, which
essentially is a step size. Since insects may move over
a long distance with various distance steps, which is
mimicked by levy distribution of flight [14, 15] and
mathematically represented as;
(6)
where ! ( " ) is the standard gamma function, and this
distribution is valid for large steps s > 0. The local
pollination and flower constancy can be represented
as;

(

xit+1 = xit + ! x tj " xkt

)

where x tj and xkt

(7)
represent pollen from different

flowers of the same species of plant. Thus, mimic the
flower constancy in a limited neighbourhood. The
switch probability or proximity probability is used to
switch between common global pollination to intensive
local pollination. The effectiveness of the FPA can be
attributed to the following two reasons: (i) Insect
pollinators can travel in long distances which enable
the FPA to avoid local landscape to search in a very
large space (explorations). (ii) The FPA ensures that
similar species of the flowers are consistently chosen
which guarantee fast convergence to the optimal
solution (exploitation). The proposed flower pollination
algorithm for solving AGC application;

Figure 4: Block diagram for PDFF control.
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5. MODELLING OF PDFF CONTROLLER
In PI controller KP provides stability and high
frequency response and KI ensures that the average
error is driven to zero. So no long term error, as the two
gains are tuned. (Figure 4)
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Case 1: The Power System Restoration Index 1
[19] (PSRI1) is obtained from the ratio between the
settling time of the control input deviation !Pc1 (" s1 )
response of area 1 and power system time constant

(Tp1 ) of area 1.

!Pc2 (" s2 )
T p2

(9)

Case 3: The Power System Restoration Index 3
( PSRI 3 ) is obtained from the peak value of the control

( )

(8)

Case 2: The Power System Restoration Index 2
( PSRI 2 ) is obtained from the ratio between the settling

time of the control input deviation !Pc2 (" s2 ) response
area 2.

PSRI 2 =

input deviation !Pc1 " p

!P (" )
PSRI1 = c1 s1
T p1

of area 2 and power system time constant
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(Tp2 )

of

response of area 1 with

respect to the final value !Pc1 (" s ) ;

( )

PSRI 3 = !Pc1 " p # !Pc1 (" s )

(10)

Case 4: The Power System Restoration Index 4
(PSRI4) is obtained from the peak value of the control

( )

input deviation !Pc2 " p

response of area 1 with

respect to the final value !Pc1 (" s ) ; (Figure 5 and 6)

Figure 5: Linearized model of a two-area thermal-diesel interconnected power system in a restructured environment.
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Figure 6: Simulation Diagram of Load-Frequency Controller for Deregulated Thermal-Heavy duty gas turbine Power Systems.

( )

PSRI 4 = !Pc2 " p # !Pc2 (" s )

(11)

Table 3: Data for Diesel Unit [10]

Table 1: Data for the Interconnected Two-Area Thermal
power system [7]

Diesel Unit
K diesel =16.5

Rating of each area

2000 MW

Base power

2000 MVA

Frequency

60 Hz

Power System gain

YG = 1.1 sec

K P i = 120 Hz/p.u
MW

Power system time constant

TP i = 20 s

Speed regulation coefficient of each
area

Ri = 2.4 Hz/p.u MW

Generator time constant

Tg i = 0.08 s.

Turbine time constant

Tt i = 0.3 s

Frequency bias coefficient

!i = 0.425 p.u MW/Hz

Table 2: Data for Heavy Duty Gas Turbine unit [11]
bG = 0.049sec

XG =0.6sec

Table 4: Optimized Gain Values of the PDFF Controller
Using FPA for the Interconnected Power
System
Gain Values
Plant
KP

KI

Thermal –Thermal RPS without
HDGT / Diesel unit

0.352

0.3504

Thermal – Thermal RPS with
HDGT unit

0.348

0.1585

Thermal –Thermal RPS with
Diesel unit

0.3678

0.4325

CS = 1Farad
TCR = 0.01sec

SIMULATION RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

TF = 0.239sec
TCD = 0.2sec

The simulation results obtained shown in Table 1
using Flower Pollination Algorithm reveals that the
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Table 5: PSRI for a Two-Area Interconnected Power System using FPA Based PDFF Controller Considering Gas /
Diesel Power Plant
Load demand
change

PSRI for Thermal-Gas power system considering apf11
=apf12 = apf21 = apf22= 0.5

PSRI for thermal-diesel power system considering apf11
=apf12 = apf21 =apf22= 0.5

PSRI1

PSRI2

PSRI3

PSRI4

! Pc2

PSRI1

PSRI2

PSRI3

PSRI4

! Pc2

Case 1

1.623

1.320

0.097

0.041

0.253

1.488

1.501

0.091

0.020

0.139

Case 2

1.75

1.715

0.111

0.038

0.348

1.741

1.524

0.121

0.034

0.214

Case 3

1.721

1.678

0.096

0.039

3.484

1.691

1.58

0.081

0.012

3.346

Case 4

2.252

2.145

0.129

0.049

3.923

2.123

2.021

0.131

0.028

3.742

dynamic response of the system of the two-area
interconnected Restructured Power System (RPS) with
HDGT ensures a better dynamic response than that of
the RPS without HDGT unit. Integral square Error (ISE)
technique is used to obtain the optimum PID-controller
gains. (Figure 7-11)

CONCLUSION
This paper proposes the design of various Power
System Ancillary Service Requirement Assessment
Indices (PSASRAI) which highlights the necessary
requirements to be adopted in minimizing the control
input deviations there by reducing the frequency
deviations, tie-line power deviation in a two-area

Figure 7: ∆F1 (Hz) vs Time (s).
Figure 9: ∆Ptie (p.u. MW) vs Time (s).

Figure 8: ∆F2 (Hz) vs Time (s).
Figure 10: ∆Pc1 (p.u. MW) vs Time (s).
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Figure 11: ∆Pc2 (p.u. MW) vs Time (s).

Thermal reheat interconnected restructured power
system to ensure the reliable operation of the power
system. The PDFF controllers are designed using FPA
algorithm and implemented in a TATRIPS unit. This
FPA Algorithm was employed to achieve the optimal
parameters of gain values of the various combined
control strategies. As FPA is easy to implement without
additional computational complexity, with this algorithm
quite promising results can be obtained and ability to
jump out the local optima. Moreover, Power flow
control is also found to be efficient and effective for
improving the dynamic performance of load frequency
control of the interconnected power system than that of
the system. From the simulated results it is observed
that the restoration indices calculated for the TATRIPS
with SMES unit indicates that more sophisticated
control for a better restoration of the power system
output responses and to ensure improved Power
System Ancillary Service Requirement Assessment
Indices (PSASRAI) in order to provide good margin of
stability.
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